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Albert Einstein is sitting at a cartoonists desk (angled from the horizontal). 

Arranged on the desk are images of  all the planetary orbits: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. They are sketches that look down on the plane of  the 
ecliptic, and show all the orbits with their approximate shape (with Mars as the most elliptic). 
They are all labeled with their names, and displayed with distinguishing characteristics and 
some sense of  relative size. 

For Mercury, which will be replaced later, the orbit is a closed loop, just like all the others. 

(Perhaps add an image for Pluto with a handwritten note that says ‘really a planet?’, or just 
with a massive question mark.) 

There is some stitching through the tops of  the images with a thick red thread, and the 
images are tied together so they look like ‘bunting’. On one end of  the train of  images, there 
is a tag/label around the red thread (like for a parcel or present) that reads ‘Newtonian 
Gravitation’. 

There are other threads of  different colors, weaving in and out of  the images. They connect 
to other images that are either out of  sight or unreadable from this vantage point. 

It is complicated, yet elegant. 

On the floor are discarded old threads, cut and frayed. They read “Kepler’s Laws”, and 
“Perfect Crystal Spheres” 
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Introductory Remarks 

I have attempted to refrain from anchoring this lesson to any particular theory of  light. Whether it be even the 
simple ray theory (of  light travelling in straight lines), EM waves, or photons. 

So, as you will see, I don’t mention the ‘frequency’ of  light, but merely talk about the different ‘types’ of  light. 
And these types can be received individually or simultaneously to cause the conscious perception of  colour. 

Additionally, I at first refrain from the common convention of  drawing coloured rays of  light. I think this is part 
of  the reason people conflate colour perception with the physics of  light. 

The point of  the lesson is subtle, and so the language is necessarily a little strange. 

Sincerely, 

James Sheils 



“Albert Einstein, always keen to write poetically, 
once described physical theories as ‘the exceedingly 
delicate threads that connect [our] perceptions.’ 

‘Delicate’, because new perceptions often show one 
(or more) of  our theories to be incorrect.” 

An arm, from a person out of  view (perhaps Arthur Eddington), hands Einstein a new 
image of  the orbit of  Mercury where the orbit is drawn out in a spirograph (or 
‘hypotrochoid’) shape. 

Einstein unweaves the red thread of  ‘Newtonian Gravitation’, discards the old image of  
Mercury, and replaces it with the new image. He looks puzzled. 

He walks over to a writing desk in the same room, and begins to write down some equations 
of  general relativity. He scribbles some out, exhibiting the creative process of  invention. 

[See www.wbabin.net/eeuro/vankov.pdf  for Einstein’s paper on Mercury.] 

“…while attempting to guess new ways –new 
theories– that will weave all our perceptions back 
together.” 2 

“It is in these moments that learning occurs. In 
response to new information, physicists tease apart 
the erroneous patterns,…” 



[At this moment, after writing down many equations, he seems satisfied. 

Suddenly, the equations transform into a green thread, with a label that reads: ‘General 
Relativity’.  

He carries it over to the cartoonist’s desk. He begins to rethread the images, with his new 
theory.] 

“This scientific inquiry is a continuing project: we 
seek out new perceptions that either fit into the 
tapestry of  human knowledge, or require us to 
modify its design.” 
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Images appear in the tapestry representing “Gravitational Lensing” and “Hubble Redshift”, 
woven with Einstein’s green thread of  “General Relativity”. 

Lastly, he is handed an image of  “Schrodinger’s Cat”. His demeanor suddenly appears far 
less enthusiastic. The scene fades. 

“Now, this process doesn’t only apply to unfamiliar 
and difficult physics, such as general relativity or 
quantum mechanics.” 

We have a person standing in the middle of  an empty scene. 

“Whether you realize it or not, we all make 
assumptions about the world we live in – guesses 
that go beyond our perceptions. 

Assumptions about the space we live in,…” 

“…the type of  objects there are in that space,…” 

A set of  3-d grid-lines appear on-screen, surrounding the person. 

On top of  this grid is painted a pool table. 
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“But, if  you let it, an education in physics can re-
thread how you view the world, connecting 
experiences together.” 

“…the effects these objects have upon one another.” 

The table is animated, with a cue hitting the cue-ball, it striking other balls. There are 
collisions with the cushions, and some of  the balls fall into pockets. 

We then zoom to the person’s head, where the silhouette of  their brain is in profile. This is 
used as a metaphor for their mind. Populated within this space is a series of  photographs of  
the pool-table scene from different moments and different angles. They are all tied together 
with a verity of  different-colored threads. It’s a mess. 

Padlocks appear between the threads. 

The padlocks unlock and fall away. 

“And these threads are very challenging to unpick. It 
is difficult at first to accept that they are capable of  
improvement, possibly inconsistent, and are 
sometimes even mistaken.” 

“The first step is to recognize the assumptions as 
separate from the perceptions themselves.” 

The mess of  connects disappear and are replaced with a single thread, labeled ‘Newton’s 
laws of  Motion’. 

(1:30) 

“It seems like we might have some innate web of  
threads – a base set of  assumptions, so essential to 
the human point of  view that we rarely notice them 
at all.” 



It’s called ‘philosophy’. 

We see a cartoon rendition of  George Berkeley 
approach the scene. As we zoom out, it is 
apparent that Berkeley is looking at a painting, 
which hangs on a wall. 

Berkeley has some white paint and a brush. We see him quickly painting over the scene, only 
leaving the bodies of  the philosophers unaltered. With another quick stroke, he erases 
everyone except Aristotle, who looks perplexed. 

This has been carried to such extremes that some 
philosophers have even questioned that there is a 
shared real objective universe at all!” 

“Most people nevertheless consider a belief  in the 
external physical universe to be an essential 
qualification for sanity.” 

Aristotle looks off-screen and points at Berkeley. We see two mental-healthcare professionals 
carry Berkeley away., taking the paint-brush out of  his hand. 

The scene dissolves away. 
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The scene is replaced by a cartoon 
rendition of  ‘The School of  Athens’ 
by Raphael.  

“There is a profession 
that, in part, specializes 
in finding these 
assumptions.” 

(2:00) 

“I agree, yet I think we shouldn’t reject all of  
philosophy on the same grounds, as many 
scientists are prone to do. Philosophy can be a 
valuable aid to physics. 

Let me give you an example.” 



A viewer, represented pictographically as an eye and though bubble, appears on the left of  
the screen.  

The fireplace is snuffed out by water, and the perception in the though bubble turns black. 

As the previous words are spoken, a garden scene appears. It is night, with a wood fire as the 
light source. The observer is looking at a tree beyond the fire. 

A ray (line with arrow to indicate direction) emanates from the tree, and enters the eye. 
Then a representation of  an EM wave. Then a photon (particle). 
Finally, some sort of  fuzzy quantum field, undulating. which produces a photon particle in 
the eye. 

Each time the signal reaches the eye, there is a perception in the thought bubble of  the 
colour green (for the leaves of  the tree). 

On the last example, the green perception remains. 
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“For many centuries, physicists have been working 
to try to describe our conscious perceptions of  color 
with a physical theory of  ‘light’.” 

“The assumption is that there is an aspect to the 
physical world – let’s call it ‘light’, whatever that 
may mean – that is the cause of  our perception of  
color. 

We think this is so because we have identified 
sources of  light, which can bring about colour 
perceptions. When we block or move the sources, 
the perceptions change. We all know this.” 

“Now, although the 
theory of  light has 
modified greatly 
over the centuries – 
from ray, to wave, to 
particle, to quantum 
field – there has 
always been one 
fundamental 
assumption.” 
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asdfasdfasdf  

“But there are other things that are less obvious, and 
require some scientific education or philosophy to 
realize.” 

“First, it is important to remember that we can 
never ‘see’ this light! In addition to supposing that it 
causes colour perceptions, we can also notice it’s 
effects on other objects, like the growth of  plants. 
…” 

“… Or we can measure its effects technology, such 
as using a camera.  

But we can never see it.” 

“’Light’ is a thread that connects all these 
perceptions, but it’s not a perception itself.” 

(3:00) 

The scene fades away, except for the viewer. 

We see a grey thread and needle, weave in and out of  the objects on the screen: the sun, the 
plant, the camera, and thought bubble. 

The sun comes up on the same scene. The viewer is in the same place, still as a pictographic 
eye and though bubble. The sky is blue. There is a shining sun, lots of  grass, and a small 
flowering plant. 

The plant suddenly grows, fueled by the energy of  the sun. 

A digital camera appears and takes a photograph, which we can see on its rear viewfinder. 

The though bubble then displays an image of  what the person see of  this scene. They view 
the plant, yellow sun and camera. 
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This sketch of  Isaac Newton’s appears on-screen. 

“And this 
relationship 
between light 
and colour is 
very counter-
intuitive.” 

The sketch is replaced by the animator rendition of  the same experiment. 

We start with just the table and focusing lens. Newton is crouching where the screen is 
pictured.  A thought bubble appears from his head, and he see a white dot. We see a white 
dot from the hole in the window covering. 

[Note: don’t include the rays of  light yet!] 

The white perception disappears, yet we still see the white spot. 

Newton gradually stands up. As he raises himself, he starts to see a red perception, which 
changes through the colors of  the spectrum (obviously, in order). 

“He found that the perception of  white could be 
turned into a spread of  different colours if  he 
inserted a prism between the light-source and his 
eye.” 

“Many people don’t know the next thing Newton 
did, but it is characteristic of  his genius.” 

“As you probably already know, in 1666 Isaac 
Newton investigated light.” 



A ray of  light, colored yellow enters the person eye in a straight line, emerging from off  
screen right. 

An arrow appears on the yellow part of  the spectrum. 

The perception of  yellow appears in the thought bubble. 

Rays of  light emerge (as a continuous spread), yet uncolored. 

The end result before this scene fades a way shows a completed rendition of  Newton’s 
original diagram, with color only on the screen and wall. 
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“He isolated part of  the light that left the prism and 
used another prism to see if  that could be split up as 
well. He found that it wasn’t possible.” 

“And so, he concluded, each colour in this spread is 
caused by just one individual types of  light.” 

(3:40) 

Newton move’s away from view. A the rest of  the experiment appears: the screen showing 
the colors of  the spectrum where Newton viewed them. 

A hole appears in the screen at the red part of  the spectrum. We see a red patch where 
Newton indicated on his diagram.  

“We also see this spread of  colour perceptions in 
rainbows. People call these the ‘colours of  the 
spectrum’.” 

The colors of  the spectrum appear on the top half  of  the screen. 

We see the observe (eye and though bubble) appear on the bottom left of  the screen. 

“However, when we say ‘the yellow part of  the 
spectrum’, we don’t mean the light is yellow. We 
mean that light of  this type causes the color 
perception of  yellow.” 



The scene clears, except for the spectrum. 

We see red green and blue paints at the bottom half  of  the screen. Three arrows appear on 
the spectrum where these colors are found. 10 

The yellow light ray, the arrow, and the perception of  yellow disappears. 

“This is an important distinction, because there are 
other ways for light to cause the perception of  yellow 
as well.” 

Timed with the previous paragraphs is the following sequence: 

A red ray appears, followed by an arrow at the red part of  the spectrum, and a red 
perception in the thought bubble. 

The same procedure occurs for a green perception. 

Then, we see the green and red light enter the eye simultaneously, followed by two arrows 
pointing at those parts of  the spectrum, followed by a yellow perception in the though 
bubble. 

I did something similar to this in the following video I made to prepare for this proposal: 

http://youtu.be/IUIurv5L_mM (see around 12:10) 

[Note: the video I made uses waves, whereas this proposal omits them and uses only rays.] 

“For example, if  your eye receives light from the 
red part of  the spectrum, you’ll perceive red. Light 
from the green part of  the spectrum will cause you 
to see green. 

But if  you receive light from the red and green 
parts of  the spectrum simultaneously, you’ll 
perceive yellow.” 

“You might think this is strange, yet it is something 
almost everyone accepts without question in art 
class when they mix paints together to produce any 
color they want.” 



The same process on the diagram. 

Lots of  spectral light (many colors), with arrows indicating their position on the spectrum. 
Then perception of  white. 

Then, no light, no arrows, and perception of  black. 

The scene disappears, except for the observe (eye and thought bubble), which move to the 
centre of  an otherwise blank screen. 
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The paints mix to make many different colors. 

The paints and arrows disappears. 

“If  your eye receives light from the red and blue 
parts of  the spectrum, you will perceive the colour 
magenta (this pink colour). However, there is no 
way to reproduce color with just one type of  light.” 

“This seems mysterious, but it can’t be any more 
mysterious than seeing the colour white (which can 
only be perceived when we receive light of  multiple 
types at once). And it can’t be any more mysterious 
than seeing black (associated with no light)!” 

“What seems really strange to many people is that it 
is possible to perceive a colour called magenta that 
can’t be caused by a single type of  light. A colour 
that isn’t in the ‘colours of  the spectrum’.” 

“Most people think you can make all the colours 
from a mixture of  just three.” 

The observer (eye and thought bubble) reappear. 

The same process as before occurs: first light (red and blue), then arrows on spectrum, then 
perception of  magenta. 

(5:00) 
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“The real mystery is how the electrical signals of  
light somehow manage to give rise to the conscious 
perception of  colour at all. As the philosopher Colin 
McGinn has said, no one yet knows how ‘the water 
of  the physical brain is turned into the wine of  
consciousness.’ ” 

“This relationship between light and colour is 
complicated because people forget that colour 
perception not only depends on the physics of  light, 
but also the physics of  the eye and brain.” 

(5:20) 

The simple eye & thought-bubble representation of  the observer suddenly becomes far 
more complicated. 

A complex schematic of  the components of  the eye and the regions of  the brain are 
displayed. 

A light ray (blue), emerging from off-screen, brings about an electrical signal from the eye to 
the brain. 

A blue perception is perceived. 

The blue light and perception disappear. 

Question marks populate the thought bubble of  the observer, and the scene fades. 

“And if  we ever find an answer to this problem, it 
will most certainly be found by a blend of  scientific 
inquiry and philosophical investigation.” 


